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Program

Tuesday, July I
l4:00-17:00 WCPA-EA Steering Committee Meeting

Wednesduy, July 9 Workshop on Biological and Cultural
Diversity and Protected Areas in the
Asian Region

(at the conference room of Yasuda Kasai Headquarters

Building)

10:00 Opening by Dr. Makoto Numata, WCPA-EA Co-Chair

l0:05-10:35 Keynote Speeches
1) The Significance and Objectives Protected Areas

Mr. Lee Thomas, IUCN Programme on Protected
Areas/IVCPA

2) Bio-diversity and Landscapes in Asian Region
Mr. Kunio Kikuchi, WCPA Vice Chair

10:40-14:40 Presentations
Overview of the landscape of each country and territory
using slides

Mr. Kotaro Kusakabe (Japan)

Prot-. Xianpu Wang (China)
Mr. Fook-Yee Wong (Hong Kong)
Mr. D. lvfjagmarsuren (Mongolia)
Prof. Shin Wang (Taiwan)
Prof. Hoe Hoang (Vietnam)
Mr. Tirtha Man Maskey (Nepal)
Mr. Effendy A. Sumardja (Indonesia)

l5:00-17:00 Group discussion

Thursday, JulY 10 Technical Excursion: Nature and the
Communities of Japan

8:00-20:00

Friday, July 1l

13:30-17:00

One day excursion to Mt. Fuji, Fuji-Hakone-lzu
National Park

Open Symposium: The Natural
Landscape, Biological and Cultural
Diversity and Regional Lifestyles in Asia
(at the hall of Yasuda Kasai Headquarters Building)

Opening by: Dr. Makoto Numata (V/CPA-J Chair)
Ms. Akiko Domoto (IUCN Vice

President)
Panelists:
Dr. Yukiko Kada (Japan)

Professor Soo-il Kim (Republic of Korea),
Profèssor Bosheng Li (China)
Professor Quy Vo (Vietnam)
Professor Shin Wang (Taiwan)

Master of Ceremonies:
Shigeyuki Okajima (Japan)

Farewell party
(at Hotel Sun Route)

18:30
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Summary of the Forum

Workshop 9

Biological and Cultural Diversity and

Protected Areas in the Asian Region

Technical Excursion ---- to

Nature and the Communities of Japan

Open Symposium ------------ t2
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b,: 24

Workshop
Biological and Cultural Diversity and Protected Areas

in the Asian Region
(10:00-17:00 Wednesday, JulY 9, 1997)

Seventy professional environmentalists and members of IUCN/IVCPA participated in

this workshop, including forty-fìve Japanese nationals and twenty-fìve participants from

Asian regions outside Japan, including China, Hong Kong, Mongolia, the Republic of
Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam, Nepal, and lndonesia, and from non-Asian regions including

the United States, Australia and Monaco.

Keynote speeches of two WCPA Vice Chairs opened the workshop. As a representative

of WCPA headquarters, Mr. Lee Thomas from Australia spoke on the significance and

objectives of protected areas, and Mr. Kunio Kikuchi of Japan, as representative of the

Asian region, spoke on bio-diversity and landscapes in Asia.

Overviews of the landscapes of each country or territory were presented under the two

chairpersons: Mr. Graeme G. Kelleher ofAustralia and Mr. Mitsuo Usuki from Japan. A
designated person from each of the represented Asian countries or territories offered a

fifteen minute slide show', introducing landscapes which had an impact on his country's or

tenitory's culture and natural environment.

The participants were then divided into two groups for free group discussion. Group One

focused on "Landscape Conservation" under chairpersons Mr. Fook-Yee Wong from

Hong Kong and Dr. Motoko Oyadomari of Japan. Group One made the f'ollorving

observations:

-There has been a deep relationship between nature and its inhabitants since

ancient times in the East Asian region. Each environment has fbstered a difTèrent

culture for its inhabitants. These Asian cultures included concepts of co-existence

with nature, such as feng shui, animism and taboos concerning the environment.

-The participation of the local inhabitants is necessary for the effective

conservation and management of protected natural areas. In China and Vietnam,

forced relocation of residents from protected areas was tried, but with little
success. Biological diversity in the area can be preserved only if the culture which

local inhabitants have developed is respected. Theref-ore, poverty issues of the

residents are also a serious problem, and preservation of their culture and

environment can only be expected with a stabilization of their way of life'

On the other hand, Group Two focused on "Ecotourism" under chairpersons Prof- Shin

Wang from Taiwan and Mr. Masahito Yoshida of Japan. Group Two discussed the

following:
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-Some case studies of ecotourism in the lriomote National Park and Kushiro
Shitsugen National Park. There was a report on the importance of the participation

ofthe inhabitants in every step, such as planning and collecting of data about local
nature and culture. Potential future problems were noted, such as how ecotourism
profits can be returned to the inhabitants, and how to control the overuse of
environmental resources.

-The urgency of making ecotourism guidelines for each protected area in the near
future, with the cooperation of local inhabitants, governments, scholars, travel
agents and travelers.

Technical Excursion
Nature and the Communities of Japan

Mt Fuji, Fuji-Hakone-lzu National Park
(8:00-20:00 Thursday, July 10, 1997)

The participants, including twenty-f-our people fiom outside Japan and seven Japanese,
mainly WCPA members, along with an English rnterpreter/tour guide, made a technical
excursion to the area around Mt. Fuji in the Fuji-Hakone-lzu National Park, by a
chartered bus of the Fuji Kyuko Railway Co., Ltd., taking the Chuo expressway out and
the Tomei expressway back. Mr. Kazuaki Hoshizawa, General Manager of Project
Planning and Development at Fuji Kyuko Railway Co., Ltd., and Managing Director of
the Bird Protection League of Japan, also accompanied the group as a nature interpreter.

The group Ieft the Hotel Sun Route, Shinjuku, Tokyo at 8 a.m. It rvas bad weather in the
form of a dnzzle appropriate to the rainy season, although up to the day before the
excursion there had been unusually clear days with intense heat. However, the excursion
proceeded as scheduled in the hopes the mountain weather would improve.

The visitor center at an entrance to the National Park in Funazu, Kawaguchiko Town,
which has an exhibition of rocks fiom Mt. Rainier, Washington, U.S.A., presented
sixlv-two years ago in exchange for rocks of Mt. Fuji, was bypassed because it rvas under
construction for remodeling.

The first stop, the Yamanashi Environmental Science Research Institute, located near the
entrance of the Subaru Line Scenic Drive, is a splendid fàcility, which opened May of
1997, constructed at a cost of 6.3 billion yen. In the lecture theater, Dr. Masami lriki, the
head of the institute, introduced the facility and showçd the video program "Four Seasons
in Yamanashi". Afterwards, there was free time for the party members to vierv the

exhibits in the institute. Of special interest were the displays rvhich allowed even

children to understand global environmental problems, such as the gteen house effect.

Then the party walked the nature trail, guided by the institute staff. The trail had been

newly built through red pines and broadleaf trees which surround the institute. Because

many members of the party were familiar with botany, there was much lively discussion

in Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese and English, with qurestions to the stafl such as, "ls this

secondary forest?", "lf so, what caused the forest to emerge?", "What was the original

vegetation in this area?"

The elaborate wooden pathway of the trail, which also protects the f'orest floor, impressed

everyone. Even more surprising was that all the wood had been imported from Australia.

One of the party members, Mr. Lee Thomas of Australia, promptly explained that the

rvood was from a genus of eucalyptus and able to last for many decades without

preservattve treatment

After the catered steak box lunch, the party headed for the fifth stage of Mt. Fuji (2300

meters above sea level) by the Fuji Kyuko Railway Company's low-pollution bus.

Although it was still drizzling at the fifth stage, the view could just be made out. The

peak of Mt. Fuji was \ryrapped in clouds; however, the view below the eighth stage and

part of the lowlands were visible for an instant, and the group couldn't resist taking
pictures. On the other hand, it became so stormy that even an umbrella proved

inadequate when they tried to move into the f'orest. Eventually they had no choice but to

give up and adopt the alternate plan of browsing at souvenir shops.

The next stop was Aokigahara Deep Forest. The group descended the mountain and went

back to the Yamanashi Environmental Science Research Institute, then transferred to the

bus they rode from Tokyo. Led by Mr. Nakata, Chief of the Landscape and Nature

Conservation Section of Yamanashi Prefecture, they walked to the Fugaku Fuketsu (Mt.

Fuji Lava Holes) from the vehicle road, th¡ough dark primeval forest. The walk took ten

minutes. The big hole, some rneters in depth, was misty because of the chill. At the

bottom of the hole, it was fieezing for people dressed only in summer clothes. In fact
when Mr. Hoshizawa checked the ternperature there, it was only eleven degrees

centigrade. It was also slippery because of the drizzle, but the experience would be a
precious memory.

After the visit to the Shiraito Falls, the group visited the Asama Shrine in Fujinomiya
City, the last stop of the excursion. The shrine is dedicated to the veneration of Mt. Fuji
as a sacred rnountain, and its object of worship, the Goddess Konohana-Sakuyahime.
The members purified their hands before visiting the shrine. After the visit, Chief Priest

Tsuchiya gave alecture, explaining that the pure water of the Wakutama Pond, next to the

shrine, was an underflow from the chill slopes of Mt. Fuji, and the group felt the water to

check how cold it was.

The group left Fujinomiya City after 5 p.m. and came back to the hotel in Shinjuku where

they were staying. The twelve hour excursion might have been tiring, but it was a

wonderful chance to leam something about Mt. Fuji, one of the symbols of both nature

and culture, which were the rnain subjects of this Asian Forum.
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Special thanks to Mr' KazuakiHoshizawa, yho accompanied the group as an interpreterfrorn beginning to end, furnishing clear explanations about nature and culture.

rh e N a t u ra r r 
" T:. ""i; îÌiÏJ:; i îî, c u ft u ra r D i ve rs i ry

and Regional Lifestyles in Asia
(13:30-17.00 Friday, July I l, lggT)

rar IUCN/WCpA members, incruding the participants of thepublic, took part in this symposium, *-hirh ;", h"iã in the Hail
Yasuda Kasai Headquarters Building

Since the landscapes of Asia that we have
nature and its inhabitants, we can co
cultural phenomena. The purpos
differences and similarities in t'he
region.

The panelists were invited from among specialists who have investigated the nature andculture of their respective countries from biorogicar or ro"iut viewpoints.

Opening addresses:

,i¡illito 
Numata ' chair of the world commission on protecred Areas of Japan

"In 7992,
parks and proclaimed at the Foufth Conference on National

Union rbr ;öäï1. 
held bv the WCPA of the Internationat

n.

Since ancient times, people in Asia have been creating and developing well-balancedcultural landscapes, whire surrounded by and working iírrutur".

_ 10\L -

Today, rve would like to focus on the protected landscape, one of the Management

Categories of the Protected Areas presented by the IUCN."

Ms. Akiko l)omoto, Vice President of the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature (IUCN)

"Asian countries are blessed with beautiful nature, and that beauty is a reflection of the

diversity of nature and culture. The theme of the symposium is "Nature and Culture",
both of rvhich have been driving forces in the history of Asia, and both of which are

timely to the forces of today.

IUCN selected its first female President in its history at last year's General Assembly.
What's more, I, another female, and a Japanese Asian, was chosen as a Vice President at
the last Council Meeting. IUCN has continuously demonstrated a current of social
dynamism in its fift¡, year history. This symposium is a part in the great swell."

Panel Discussion

Panelists:
Dr. Yukiko Kada (Japan), Chief Senior Research Scientist, Lake Biwa Museum
(Environmental Sociology)
Professor Soo-il Kim (Republic of Korea), Assistant Professor of the Department of
Biological Education, Korean National University of Education
Professor Bosheng Li (China), Director the Botanical Garden, Institute of Botany,
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Professor Quy Vo (Vietnam), President, Center for Natural Resources and
Envi ronm ental Studies, Vi etnam Nati onal Universi ty, Hanoi
Professor Shin Wang (Taiwan), Department of Geography, NationalTaiwan University

Master of Ceremonies:
Shigeyuki Okajima, (Japan), Vice Chairperson, Department of Commentary, Yomiuri
Newspaper

The panelists gave an overview of the landscape of each participating country, using
slides and an overhead projector, pursuing the relationship between the people and both
cultural and biological diversity in terms of the landscape.

Dr. Kada:
The categories of natural environment and human activities are often considered
separately, although their relationship is actually much closer and could even be called
symbiotic. The relationship between biological diversity and the waterfront activities of
humans is a good example. However, as these habitats become increasingly afüficial,
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the relationship between waterfront environments and their human inhabitants is fading
away, along with the related cultural diversity.

Lake Biwa, the largest lake in Japan, and its reticulating rivers form a netrvork that has

long been a focus of human activity. These waterfront sites reveal the close relationship
between inhabitantS and their surrounding environment. ln recent years, however, the tie
has been vanishing with the appearance of towns and the concomitant change in people's

lifestyles. For example the use of the waterfront for drinking water or washing is

disappearing.
According to the regional research I have been working on for years, this trend shows up
readily in the history of the play of children, especially on the waterfront. Their some

typical
activities, such as children-only boating or minding babies, besides their mothers
washing clothes do not exist anymore.

In the past, children loved to nickname natural objects in their environment, such as ftsh,

which helped them observe and remember carefully and pass the memory on to the next
generation.

The natural environment was once everything to them. They grasped it and worked with
it. They used to feel nature directly with all five senses. But now they cannot connect
with nature except through the intermediary of the media, such as television. This is a
symptom of the endangerment of cultural diversity.

Prof. Kim:
In Korea, biological diversity has endured successfully for a long time because traditional
doctrine held the natural world to be sacred. But human lifestyles are now changing and
many species of wildlife have become endangered. For this reason, some
countermeasures have been adopted to sustain biological diversity.

From ancient times the mountains were thought sacred as the source of all animal life,
and opening the mountains was considered an evil act before bulldozers appeared. This
basic philosophy on environmental consewation played an important role in sustaining
biological diversity. For example, the bear as the "founding mother of Korea," and the
Siberian tiger as the "hallowed one," both creatures of the mountain, were protected
cordially.

However, vast plains and wetlands, the habitats of multitudes of wildlifè, aÍe
disappearing as people's beließ and lifestyles are changing to include the cultivation of
land for agricultural use. The demilitarized zone remains a barely suitable refuge for wild
birds such as cranes, but the number of wildlife species in danger of extinction is
increasing.

One of the counterrneasures adopted is international cooperation. This plays an

important role since birds fly across national boundaries, and their habitats, such as

rivers, always cross over countries, making the support of neighbors, such as Russia or
China, a necessity.

-14-

Another opportunity is environmental education, already in place in Korea. For example,

the crane has been adopted as the symbol of peace to stop its indiscriminate hunting, and

bird watching in general is encouraged.

Nature is important because of its bio-diversity, but it is simply beautiful as rvell. "A
thing is right when it promotes the integrated stability and beauty of nature; otherwise, it
is wrong."

Prof. Li:
Because of China's enorrnous size, one of its distinguishing features is the large scale of
its biological and cultural diversity. There are extreme variations in conditions of climate
and topography, leading to great diversity of biology. China's environments differ
completely

depending on the locale. In various places the annual average of temperature is between
0 and 22 degrees centigrade; precipitation is between l0 and 3,000 millimeters; altitude
is from sea level to 8,000 meters above sea level. Vegetation varies from desert, to the
coniferous forest of the frigid zone, to tropical rain forests. There are also 581 species of
mammals-- of which about half are in danger of extinction, including the panda-1200
species of birds and 30,000 species of plants.

As for cultural diversity--there are 55 ethnicities, and each has its distinct dwellings,
costumes, foods, medicine and so tbrth. The problem for the future is how to sustain and
manage these distinct cultures, without loss of their identities through mixing as they
jostle and co-exist. Not only is there the danger of any given culture losing its tradition
and customs, but also the danger of diminished overall cultural diversity.

Prof. Vo:
Participation of local inhabitants is necessary for the management of the protected areas.
To motivate such participation, we have to demonstrate a respect for them as part of the
natural system, and help thern understand that protected areas can be a source ofprofìts to
them, not just an annoying restriction on their use of natural resources.

Local inhabitants depend on the resources ofthese areas for their livelihood, and have
lived intimately with nature. Theref-ore, they can be very useful in the management of the
area because only they have a deep knowledge of their locale--how to protect the nature
and how to sustainably exploit it. However, poverty, brought on by thirty years of war
and a population increase, has deprived them of their traditional livelihoods and
promoted the overuse of natural resources. As a result, the forests in Vietnam are in sharp
decrease, and many wildlife are in danger of extinction.

These people need a stable life and relief from poverty. They live inside and outside of
ten national parks, ól natural reserves and 105 protected areas. They survive through
fl exibi lity-shift ing agriculture, hunting and gatheri ng.
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In order to reduce the stress that local people place on protected areas, the government

has, since 1987, canied out a policy of relocation. In Principle, such relocation programs

must be conducted with respect and thought for the inhabitants' long term financial
well-being, their traditions, their rights to use some natural resources, and adequate

employment. Their quality of life is thus secured and agricultural education is promoted.

Let me introduce my project under the policy. For example, hearing their own voices, we
provided them with improved seeds for their crops, and the next year's harvest increased

by 15 fo 20 percent. They were also educated in agriculture and aquaculture. The
planting of fruit trees was promoted, and waterpower plants were provided at their
request. As a result, the relentless poverty diminished and they stopped animal hunting.
They stopped logging three years later.

Vietnam's urgent problem is to stop/prevent a degradation of the tropical rain forest. The
answer will require some counterrneasures versatile from social and economic aspects.

Prof. Wang:
This is a report of two group discussions on the workshop of July 9,1997

Group One focused on landscape conservation, made the following observations:

-There has been a deep relationship between nature and its inhabitants since
ancient times in the East Asian region. Each environment has fostered a different
culture for its inhabitants and different values for the landscape.

-The participation of local inhabitants is necessary for the effective conservation
and management of protected areas, and the local community should establish the
aesthetic, cultural, artistic and biological value for the conservation of
landscapes, cooperating with central or local governments.

Group Two focused on ecotourism and made the f'ollowing observations. Ecotourism is
defined as "The promotion of environmentally sensitive tourism, or the presence of
facilities for environmental education, so tourists will visit, understand, appreciate, and
enjoy natural and cultural areas, without causing unexpected impact or damage to the
ecosystem or to local culture.", and:

a. Ecotourism is to achieve the conservation of biological and cultural diversity,
and the sustainable development of local communities through promotion of
environmental ly sound tounsm.

b. Ecotourism can be achieved when five sectors, related to ecotourism, work in
partnership. They are: the local inhabitants, centralllocal government,
researchers, travel agents and tourists.

c. There is an urgent need to develop ecotourism guidelines for each protected
area and to distribute them to every sector related to ecotourism in that area.

- 16 -

d. Such ecotourism guidelines for each protected area should be developed
through consultation with each sector related to ecotourism in that area.

Open Discussion

The second session, of the panel discussion is to give a chance for questions from the
floor. Direct interaction is invited.

Question (Japan):
How can the involvement of city and urban dwellers be encouraged in environmental
issues? Horv can we break through their sense of insulation from environmental
degradation happening from far their urban homes?
Dr. Kada:
We established Lake Biwa Museum last year, after more than ten years of preparation. It
has been eight months since its opening and we have had 850,000 visitorì mainly from
neighboring cities. Many people are quite interested in the fish of Lake Biwa, but another
purpose of the museum is as an exhibit ofthe changes in people's lifestyles. The museum
is supposed to be a gateway to much broader ideas for the interaction between people and
nature.

Another important point for our museum is not to present any exhibitions, but instead to
let the visitors participate in the research activities. Those pêople might be surprised to
discover that so many kinds of fish live in Lake Biwa, and ìhatls whai we'd like them to
realize. The museum reveals what is usually invisible. Befbre we enact nature
conservation, we should become acquainted with nature.

Prof. Kim:
I heard a story about some children who took a beetle apart,looking for a battery inside. I
think the world is becoming very rnaterialistic, and ihe elemeni of respect for life is
missing in our society. To revive a value for life, the promotion of an environmental
education program would be very important. We should develop other programs such as
exchanges ofchildren between country and urban areas.

Biological resources are like batteries storing up the energies of our planet Earth. They
maintain energy fìow through the food chain, and producã not only energy, but food for
people. There may be enough food for now, but we keep losing biolfrical diversity,
which will eventually result in people starving. We have to changõ ou, uriur"ness of the
importance of nature and the value of our cultures living harmoniously with nature.

Question (Japan):
I was quite impressed with Profl Vo's agricultural project. I would like to hear what kind
of expansion and development you witnessed in this project.

-17 -
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some fànners rnight need the industrial sector besides the agricultural one for theirlivelihood' can you think of som" fo*iuiliti", ø, 
"¿ur",¡"i ". 

financing for that kind ofsmal ler scale village-level manufäcturing?

Prof. Vo:

Prof. Wang:

Dr. Kada:

The training course which I have orsanizedfor working with peopre in protected areashas been successful' rn" conceft is'simple: Iearn troni ttre local inhabitunt.; we mustclose our mouth and listen to thery Lttrr"r decide irr.ì. "* needs and let the scientistsgive them the technologry to r"alire ttià¡r own d".iri;;;.'Ëefo.e developing this concepr,we had many failures' we ofrered oui tno*1"¿g", ù"itrr" Iocar inhabitants had no faithin it' Finally' we learned that we have to.l.u- ñoin ih.'p""pr" we were trying to teach.For generations they trave learnlñ;; ro use their ranä; they know rts óonàition andnature very weil, but poverty has rimited th rir choices.

The answer to the second question: Pollution is a major problem when manufacture andnew technology are brought in' Enni.onmen 
"l 

;;^r;^:; assessments are essentiar tocontrol pollution' since nel investors nom roreþ-.åîîr.¡., have been." u"rv makingprofits that they have no time to puy uu"ntion to-our 
"iuironr"nt. These assessmentswill be required 

!1 raw, il ;hå !ou"-,n"nt has opened a training course on

''åi'#'iidlj;iii:1;îî;'.î:,îi,#;.:ï; 
;;;; ;;päå, r,o' ¿.""iãp;¿ìounrries,

Question (Japan):
will you introduce some successfur cases of ecotourism in Asia?

There are two very successful cases of ecotourism in Japan, according to wednesday,s
in"íl"l3ii*",1ïi,,1îr}ïo'*' lrlin¿" 

"r ot'"*,"î"¿ the 
"ir,". i, 

-;,Kushiro

Question (Japan):

yåXiåï,ï:î"ïlîî n"::"iî. rhe environmenrar educarion of eremenrary schoor

what are you doing to promote the movement for restoring naturar embankments toreplace the concrete embankm."rr *rrirr, may disturbliä"ecosystemz

Our museum respects ,,omnidirectional 
diplomacy,,, educating i9l only elernentaryschoot chirdren, bur. arso o'rer feffi 

ln, 
d;ff..;; ur"äror. we berieve rhat rhemuseum can't educate, but the lõcai p.9?J".run, tn.ígn'int".g"nerationar exchanges:from rhe erder ro the.vounger and espåcl:ir, u.ii";äîiri ,r.mbers. For rhis reason,there are several 

"nuitonmã*ul .¿u"'uiån rograms especiãily open to the rocaì peopre,
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such as nature observation programs. In the process, it can be seen how local people have
been interacting with nature for a long time.

It is actually the rnajority of local community's wish to build the concrete structures. The
museum merely plays the role of a catalyst, creating opportunities for people to discuss
whether the embankments should be made of concrete or not, and whether they are
environmentally and structurally safe.

Comment (lndonesia):
If we want to protect our landscape in Asia, we had better make it our first priority to have
a program to alleviate environmental damage. Cooperation among Asian countries is
essential to protect our beautiful landscape from destructive strife foi power. We should
also emphasize hannonious coexistence of nature and culture throughthe protection of
biological diversity, like Japanese classic architecture, which findi a balance between
nature and culture.

Question (Japan):
Culture and nature 

-in each Asian region are quite diverse, but oriental thought and
philosophy might offer something in common. Do you have any ideas on that similarity
or commonality?

Prof. Li:
Asia t'orms a big family which has some elements in common in nature and culture.
China shares its long boundary with many other countries because of its broad size.
China has promoted a project for the transboundary protection of nature with its
neighbors, such as Nepal, Russia, Tadzhikistan, and Vtongotia. I insist on the necessity of
further transboundary research projects to promote the piotection of nature in the future.

Prof. Kim:
I would like to carry this subject over to the next Asian forum to be hosted by Korea, since
we have proposed the theme, "Transnational Boundary Area Protection" for that forum. I
imagine we will have a chance to discuss internaiional cooperation, as well as the
protection of endangered species moving from one country to others.

Mr. Okajima (Master of ceremonies) to prof. Nickum:
Do you have any comments to follow up on these opinion from the viewpoint of Western
culture?

Prof. Nickum (from the u.s.A., teaching at Tokyo university)
I'm still wrestling, myselÍl with the problem of cultural and biolôgical diversity. It seemsto me that Asia is geographically large, rvith many diflerent .uit,,r.. and
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geo$aphical/biological locations, just as the United States or Europe is. So I'm still
trying to find in my own mind the similarities in the cultural diversity in those areas.

Comment (Australia):
I agree with the statements that have been made by Prof. Vo. The government and other
people have gone to places in Australia with their mouths open before they open their
ears, and those programs have invariably failed

Closing comments:

Mr. Okajima:
Toward the end ofthe session, I think we finally stand at the beginning ofa consideration
of cultural and biological diversify in the Asian region. We have received vali¡able and
diverse opinions not only from East Asia, but from South Asia as well as Australia. I
hope that this kind of exchange of views will continue to evolve in forums and
symposiums like this.

An organized conclusion was not presented today, and that is understandable given the
title and topic, "Biological and Cultural Diversity". Hearing the opinions from so many
people was quite a benefit to all of us, and we would like to build on it.

A Glance Backwards

Looking back over the four days of the "Asian Forum on Biological and Cultural
Diversity", it should be observed that the Forum has made a great contribution to the
IUCN's cooperative activities in the Asian region.

This forum offered to the people of Asian countries the opportunity to experience
programs in Japan, such as the Japanese model of partnership with local communities,
and the interaction between nature and culture. These concepts will be extended into a
more general Asian perspective.

While acknowledging our social and environmental differences, we must also recognize
the common ground that exists throughout the region. This fact was brought home in the
open symposium which concluded the four-day forum. This is exactly the meaning of the
landscape of humanity and nature.

It was very gratifying that, within our limited time, so much of the cultural and biological
diversity of the Asian regions could be presented through slide shows of their
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characteristic environtnental features. However, it rvas regrettable that there was not
enough time to more deeply explore the cultural commonality which underlies this
diversity. In the workshop, there was barely time to mention, for instance, the concept of
"feng shui," a traditional method in Eastern countries for harmonizing human dwellings
with natural conditions. This was one of many interesting issues that must be carried over
for future forums.
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